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Abstract—We present VALET, a Visual Analytics Law Enforcement Toolkit for analyzing spatiotemporal law enforcement data. VALET provides users with a suite of analytical tools coupled with an interactive visual interface for data exploration and analysis. This system includes linked views and interactive displays that spatiotemporally model criminal, traffic and civil (CTC) incidents and allows officials to observe patterns and quickly identify regions with higher probabilities of activity. Our toolkit provides analysts with the ability to visualize different types of data sets (census data, daily weather reports, zoning tracts, prominent calendar dates, etc.) that provide an insight into correlations among CTC incidents and spatial demographics.

In the spatial domain, we have implemented a kernel density estimation mapping technique that creates a color map of spatially distributed CTC events that allows analysts to quickly find and identify areas with unusually large activity levels. In the temporal domain, reports can be aggregated by day, week, month or year, allowing the analysts to visualize the CTC activities spatially over a period of time. Furthermore, we have incorporated temporal prediction algorithms to forecast future CTC incident levels within a 95% confidence interval. Such predictions aid law enforcement officials in understanding how hotspots may grow in the future in order to judiciously allocate resources and take preventive measures. Our system has been developed using actual law enforcement data and is currently being evaluated and refined by a consortium of law enforcement agencies.

I. MOTIVATION

The exploration of criminal incident reports for detecting trends, discovering anomalies and evaluating resource usage is an ever expanding issue for law enforcement agencies. It is no longer efficient for a single analyst to pull files, take notes, form hypotheses and request data from different sources. Furthermore, as budgets shrink and departments scale back, the ability of local law enforcement agencies to effectively analyze the data being collected becomes increasingly strained. As such, tools need to be developed that bring varying data sources into a unified framework assisting analysis and exploration in order to speed the analytical process and ease the burden on local agencies. Many of these tool development needs are being addressed by the emergence of a new scientific field, visual analytics. Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning assisted by interactive visual interfaces [1].

In order to better facilitate criminal incident analysis, we have extended our previous visual analytics tools [2], [3] for the enhanced exploration of multivariate spatiotemporal data to enable advanced data exploration and analysis of criminal incidence reports. These tools were modified directly for law enforcement use through collaboration with the VACCINE public safety coalition of four law enforcement agencies. Our system is currently used to explore daily crime report data from the West Lafayette Police Department (Indiana). Our current work focuses on both spatial and temporal modeling of criminal activities as well as the early detection of unusual criminal occurrences. System features include the following:

- Multi-level aggregate views for crime mapping including census tract based choropleth maps and kernel density estimate heat maps
- Linked interactive displays for multi-domain/multi-variate exploration and analysis
- Seasonal trend decomposition modeling for temporal trend analysis and prediction
- Multiple time series views for time series exploration and trend analysis including line graphs and calendar views
- Crime clustering based on spatial autocorrelation
- Filter controls that enable database querying and analysis through an intuitive graphical interface

Our work focuses on advanced interactive visualization and analysis methods providing linked environments of geospatial data and time series graphs. Hotspots found in one data display visualization can be selected and immediately analyzed in the corresponding linked view. Further, our system allows analysts to integrate other data streams, looking at community events (such as local football games), weather, and other signals of interest. As such, our system allows users to look for patterns in both the spatial and temporal data domains. Knowledge extracted here can be used to develop hypotheses and future analytic capabilities will provide means for hypothesis testing on data clusters and time series anomalies.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to improve public safety and prevent crimes, law enforcement agencies need to analyze the volumes of data from multiple systems, search for trends, and deploy services appropriately. As such, many packages exist for studying spatial relationships between crime and area demographics. Work by Messner and Anselin [4] uses exploratory spatial data analysis to visualize spatial distributions and suggest clusters and hotspots. Specifically they look at spatial autocorrelation and box maps. Other work includes WebCAT by Calhoun et al. [5] which focuses on enhanced data sharing and crime data analysis tools via the web. Their tools include choropleth mapping and capabilities to export records to Excel. Our work
Fig. 1. The Visual Analytics Law Enforcement Toolkit. In this screenshot, the user has adjusted the interactive filter controls (as seen in the map viewing window) to visualize theft. Linked views (above and left) show the line graph and calendar view temporal plots. A legend for the crime incident color mapping is shown in the upper right. The interactive time slider is shown in the lower right. Note the controls for aggregating data by different time scales.

presents similar capabilities to both Messner and Anselin [4] and Calhoun et al. [5]; however, we also include dynamically linked views and advanced hotspot detection tools not found in either of these works.

Other work that pertains to spatial data mapping and analysis include ArcView that aggregates crime incident data by geography (like census tracts, etc.) and displays it in the form of a choropleth map [6]. ArcView provides simple statistical tools like scattergram and histogram plots that help in the visual examination of the data. Some other crime mapping applications include GeoDa [7], developed by Anselin et al., that provides several statistical applications for doing both exploratory and confirmatory data analysis. Their spatial analysis work includes box plot maps, spatial association, LISA local Moran maps, Moran significance maps, spatial regression residual mapping, etc.

Levine [8] developed the CrimeStat program for the analysis and mapping of crime incident reports. CrimeStat incorporates statistical tools that describe the general properties of the spatial distribution of the crime incidents. These include journey to crime estimation tools that estimate the residence of serial offenders based on the pattern of their crime locations, a space-time analysis tool for analyzing clustering in space and time, spatial autocorrelation, etc. Although the CrimeStat...
toolset provides the analysts with spatial analysis tools, it lacks interactive exploration methods that our system provides to the users.

## III. Visual Analytics Environment

We have developed a visual analytics system (VALET) for analyzing spatiotemporal law enforcement data that can be used by agencies for detecting anomalies and criminal activity patterns. The criminal, traffic and civil (CTC) data is maintained by the Tippecanoe County Police Department and has been aggregated into different categories including: armed aggravated assault, armed robbery, burglary, homicide, noise, other assaults, rape, attempted rape, residential entry, robbery, theft, unarmed aggravated assault, vandalism and vehicle theft. Currently, we have CTC data starting at the year 2000 with updates ingested monthly.

### A. System Features

Our current work is based on the system developed by Maciejewski et al. [2], [3], modified to operate for criminal incident report data. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of our system. The main window (Figure 1 - Center) of the system shows the geospatial view that supports the overlay of different maps and CTC incidents along with interactive panning and zooming tools. The top-most window shows the line graph time series view of the CTC data which provides the users with the option of viewing the aggregate of all the selected CTC types or visualizing them separately on one graph. The left-most window is the calendar view of the selected CTC incidents that shows the sum of crime incidents for each day of a calendar year. The calendar view enables the users to visualize special events like football and basketball games on the calendar further allowing them to make a connection between the reported CTC activities and these events. The bottom-most window contains the time slider that is used to temporally scroll through the CTC data while dynamically updating all the other linked windows to reflect the change. This window also contains radio buttons to select the type of temporal aggregation for the CTC incidents. Finally, the right-most window shows a legend of all the CTC incidents with those selected for visualization highlighted.

Another key feature of our system is the interactive demographic and CTC filtering component. Users interactively generate data search queries through the use of check boxes and edit controls to find specific CTC categories. This interaction is shown in the drop-down menu of Figure 1. Other filter options (using the Census Data menu) allow users to plot demographic data on the map, such as median income. Analysts can interactively select various data layers and search for potential correlations. Such interaction furthers hypothesis generation and exploration as users can now quickly filter signals by demographic constraints in order to see if crimes are related to a particular segment of the population. The choices of filters affect both the geo-spatiotemporal viewing area and all unlocked temporal plots.

Other system features include an interactive legend (shown in Figure 1 - Upper Right). By clicking on any of these selected CTC types on the legend, the system fills the CTC circles with a solid color and further dims out the other CTC types on the map. This action spatially highlights the selected CTC types among all the other CTC types selected for visualization.

### B. Time Series Display and Analysis

Along with the advanced graphical interface, our system contains a variety of visualization features for both spatial and temporal views. For temporal views, three options are provided to the user: the calendar view, the line graph view, and a predictive overlay on the line graph view.

#### a) Calendar View: The calendar view visualization was first developed by van Wijk and Selow [9]. This visualization provides a means of viewing data over time, where each date is shaded based on the overall yearly trends. Here, the max data value is shaded the darkest blue, and the lowest data values are shaded white. Users can interactively control the cycle length of the calendar view. In Figure 1 the user has interactively chosen a cycle length of 14 days. Each row and column of the calendar view also maps to a histogram plot at the bottom and right edges of the calendar. This lets users search for both seasonal and cyclical trends. Furthermore, our system also allows for multi-source data integration, including factors such as weather, school calendars, local sporting events, etc.

#### b) Line Graph View: The line graph visualization allows the user to view the temporal data trends of multiple crime signals at a single time. If a user selects both theft and vandalism, for example, two line graphs would appear on the map, allowing the analyst to compare trends. A user may then interactively choose to combine the input signals together using the ‘Total’ toggle button found on the line graph view. This allows for a variety of ways to view the data. Furthermore, the data is plotted based on the time slider control aggregate (Figure 1-Lower Right Widget). In this case, the data is being plotted by month. Finally, the line graph view also utilizes a predictive analysis metric in order to capture trends and inform analysts of potential future issues.

#### c) STL Prediction: In order to more accurately model the data, we employ a different strategy in which the time series is viewed as the sum of multiple components of variation [10]. Seasonal-trend decomposition based on loess (locally weighted regression) [11] is used to separate the time series into its various components. STL components of variation arise from smoothing the data using moving weighted-least-squares polynomial fitting, in particular loess [12], with a moving window bandwidth in days. The degree of the polynomial is 0 (locally constant), 1 (locally linear), or 2 (locally quadratic).

Here, it is important to note that in order to appropriately model the time series using STL, the mean and variance of the data needs to be independent. To accomplish this, a power transformation is applied to the data. In time series analysis, the logarithm transformation is widely applied when the mean...
is proportional to the standard deviation [13]. In cases where the
data consists of counts following a Poisson distribution a
square root transformation will make the mean independent of
the standard deviation.

For a given time series, we decompose our data into a
day-of-the-week component, a yearly-seasonal component that
models seasonal fluctuations, and an inter-annual component
which models long term effects:

$$\sqrt{Y_t} = T_t + S_t + D_t + r_t$$  \(1\)

where for the \(t\)-th day, \(Y_t\) is the original series, \(T_t\) is the inter-
annual component, \(S_t\) is the yearly-seasonal component, \(D_t\)
is the day-of-the-week effect, and \(r_t\) is the remainder.

The procedure begins by extracting the day-of-the-week
component, \(D_t\). First, a low-middle frequency component
is fitted using locally linear fitting. Then \(D_t\) is the result
of means for each day-of-the-week of the \(\sqrt{Y_t}\) minus the
low-middle-frequency component. Next, the current \(D_t\) is
subtracted from the \(\sqrt{Y_t}\) and the low-middle-frequency com-
ponent is re-computed. This iterative process is continued until
convergence. After removing the day-of-the-week component
from the data, we use loess smoothing to extract the inter-
annual component, \(T_t\). Finally, we apply loess smoothing to the
data with the day-of-week and inter-annual components
removed, thereby obtaining the yearly-seasonal component,
\(S_t\), using local quadratic smoothing. After removing the day-
of-week, inter-annual, and yearly-seasonal components from the
time series, the remainder is found to be adequately
modeled as independent identically distributed Gaussian white
noise, indicating that all predictable sources of variation have
been captured in the model. Details of the methodology and
means of appropriate parameter choices can be found in [10]
and is not the main focus of this work. However, the extension
of this method to criminal incidence reports is novel.

For prediction using the STL method, we rely on some
statistical properties of loess, namely that the fitted values
\(\hat{Y} = (\hat{Y}_1, \ldots, \hat{Y}_n)\) are a linear transformation of the observed
data, \(Y = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_n)\). Each step of the STL decomposition
involves a linear filter of the data. In other words, an output
time series \(x = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}\) is produced by an input time
series \(w = w_1, \ldots, w_n\) through a linear combination

$$x_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} h_{ij} w_j. \quad (2)$$

If we let \(H\) be a matrix whose \((i,j)\)-th element is \(h_{ij}\), then
we have

$$x = H w. \quad (3)$$

Further details of utilizing STL for prediction can be found in
an application to syndromic surveillance work by Maciejewski
et al. [3], and we extend this method to use with CTC data.

In Figure 1 (Top), we see the predicted rates plotted as the
red line, with the upper and lower confidence bounds plotted
in purple. We then compare this prediction to the actual data
in Figure 1 (Top). Here we can see that our data falls within
the confidence interval provided and the rises and falls of the
data are relatively well captured.

### C. Geospatial Displays

Along with the various temporal viewing and analysis
algorithms, VALET also provides analysts with various spatial
mapping and analysis components. In the main map window
(seen in Figure 1), the user is allowed to plot incidents as
points (Figure 2 - Left), density estimated heatmaps ((Figure 2
- Center) or choropleth maps using census tract boundaries
(Figure 2 - Right).

For the density estimated heatmaps, we employ a modified
variable kernel method [14] which scales the parameter of the
estimation by allowing the kernel width to vary based upon
the distance from \(X_i\) to the \(k\)-th nearest neighbor in the set
comprising \(N - 1\) points.

$$\hat{f}(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\max(h,d_{i,k})} K\left(\frac{x - X_i}{\max(h,d_{i,k})}\right) \quad (4)$$

Here, the window width of the kernel placed on the point \(X_i\)
is proportional to \(d_{i,k}\) (where \(d_{i,k}\) is the distance from the \(i\)-
th sample to the \(k\)-th nearest neighbor) so that data points in
regions where the data is sparse will have flatter kernels, and
\(h\) is the minimum allowed kernel width.
Fig. 3. Applying the AMOEBA algorithm to crime data. On the left, census tracts are colored based on the number of noise and vandalism complaints within the area. On the right, census tracts are grouped together based on their spatial autocorrelation in terms of the number of noise and vandalism complaints and then colored based on the aggregate.

We utilize the Epanechnikov kernel [14], Equation 5:

\[ K(u) = \frac{3}{4}(1 - u^2)1(|u| \leq 1) \]  

where the function \(1(|u| \leq 1)\) evaluates to 1 if the inequality is true and zero for all other cases.

D. AMOEBA Clustering

Along with the various geospatial display capabilities, our system also provides clustering based on spatial statistics. In order to group data based on spatially similar population statistics, we utilize the AMOEBA algorithm for creating spatial weights matrix developed by Aldstadt and Getis [15]. AMOEBA (A Multidirectional Optimum Ecotope-Based Algorithm) procedure is designed to identify hot and cold spots in mapped data by assessing the spatial association of a particular mapped unit to its surrounding units. It is able to aid in the demarcation of clusters of related spatial units, and we utilize this fact to group counties based on population statistics.

AMOEBA maps clusters of high and low values by creating a spatial weights matrix based on the Getis-Ord \(G^*_i\) statistic. For a given location \(i\), \(G^*_i\) is defined as

\[ G^*_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} x_j - \bar{x} \sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij} - \left(\sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij}\right)^2}} \]  

Here, \(N\) is the number of spatial units, \(x_j\) is the value of interest within the areal unit at location \(j\), \(\bar{x}\) is the mean of all values, and

\[ S = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} x_j^2}{N} - \left(\bar{x}^2\right)} \]  

\(w_{ij}\) is used as an indicator function that is one if \(j\) is a neighbor of \(i\) and zero otherwise.

The AMOEBA algorithm develops a cluster from a selected seed location by evaluating \(G^*_i\) at all locations surrounding this seed location, and if the addition of a neighbor to the cluster increases the \(G^*_i\) value, then the neighbor is added. Details of this algorithm and the use of it in other visualization applications can be found in [15], [16], [17].

Figure 3 illustrates the application of AMOEBA clustering in our system. In Figure 3 (Left) we have the choropleth map of vandalism counts in West Lafayette, Indiana. In Figure 3 (Right) we show the results of an AMOEBA clustering. Groups are colored based on their \(G^*_i\) values, and census tracts that connect to other census tracts of the same color are considered to be a cluster.

IV. EXPLORING CTC WITH VALET

By using a combination of geospatial and temporal visualization and analytics tools, our system provides crime analysts with tools for real-time hypothesis generation and exploration. To better illustrate the hypothesis testing phase, we walk through a typical analysis scenario using feedback from a state police detective. During this interview, we discussed how he searches for problem areas, creates an initial hypothesis, and what steps are taken in an attempt to confirm or deny this hypothesis.

Traditionally, the first steps taken to identify problematic regions are to explore the spatial distribution of CTC incident reports aggregated over time followed by a temporal analysis to identify the time periods with peaked activity. These steps allow the analysts to better understand the nature of the incidents and their correlations with the underlying spatial and temporal elements. The initial spatial exploration of the incident reports over time usually reveals regions with higher concentrations of CTC incidents. These regions, referred to as hotspots, allow the analysts to narrow down their attention
and guide them through their process of hypothesis generation. Once these hotspots are identified, the analysts then explore whether these regions show a correlation with the underlying spatial elements and also whether certain temporal periods, like large community events or weekends, tend to trigger such incidents. Some CTC incidents generally tend to spike around certain geographic locations and at certain times of the year, and prior knowledge of such information can help the officials to be better prepared and equipped to deal with such situations. This process of finding hotspots followed by observing temporal trends in data generally leads the analyst to formulate a hypothesis which can then be tested over time.

We demonstrate this process of hypothesis generation and testing by analyzing an aggregate of noise and vandalism reports for West Lafayette, Indiana using our system. First, in order to narrow down the region of analysis, the analyst chooses an appropriate time aggregation level and observes the spatial hotspots form over time. A snapshot of the system in this process can be seen in Figure 4. The dark blue color on the map indicates a hotspot for these crime types on that particular day. The analyst observes consistent hotspots form in this region over time, which shows an unusual behavior in this region for these incidents. However, the geographic knowledge of this region tells him that this region has numerous bars and clubs which may explain why this region is a hotspot for these crime types. The analyst can now hypothesize that this region could be a hotspot for several other types of crimes as well.

The analyst now focuses his attention on the temporal view of the dataset (shown by the calendar view (Figure 4 - Left and time series plot (Figure 4 - Top)) to observe temporal patterns in the selected dataset. He first notices an unusual surge in the numbers of these crime types from 1/9/2006 to 5/7/2006 and 8/14/2006 to 12/17/2006 from the weekly histogram plots on the calendar view. However, he observes that this behavior follows closely to the spring and fall semesters of the university academic year, which indicates
a higher number of people in town during this period. The analyst can further observe patterns within the semesters that closely follow the academic year calendar (for example, notice a drop in crime rates for the weeks of 3/13/2006 to 3/19/2006 (spring break) and 11/20/2006 to 11/26/2006 (thanksgiving break)). Moreover, the histogram plots by days (seen at the bottom of the calendar view) reveal that noise and vandalism complaints increase over the weekends (a fact known to the law enforcement community from experience). This yearly trend can also be observed from the time series plot (Figure 4 - Top).

In order to test whether community events (e.g. football and basketball home games) may have an influence over noise and vandalism incidents, the analyst now chooses to turn on the football home games using the check box on the calendar window. This action highlights the football events on both the calendar (indicated by the yellow colored days) and time series plot (indicated by the red dashed-lines). The analyst notices a spike in the number of crime types on the game days on the time series plot indicating a potential positive correlation between them. We also provide the analysts with the ability to click on any of the days on the calendar which brings up a dialog box showing more information about the events on that day (for example who won the football game). This allows them to further adjust their formulated hypothesis based on the outcomes of the events.

V. CONCLUSION

Our current work demonstrates the benefits of visual analytics applied to advanced crime mapping. By linking a variety of data sources and models, we are able to enhance the hypothesis generation and exploration abilities of law enforcement officials. Our initial results show the benefits of linking traditional time-series views with spatiotemporal views for enhanced exploration and data analysis. Other future work includes advanced modeling of geo-spatiotemporal data for enhanced data exploration and hotspot detection. Furthermore, we plan to include a suite of aberration detection algorithms and their corresponding control charts for enhanced alert detection in the temporal domain. We also plan on employing spatiotemporal clustering algorithms for syndromic event detection as well as correlative analysis views within the temporal domain.
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